Best Practice

Realize Your Workforce Potential.
>>

Smart. Strategic. Proactive.

Total Quality Management with Competency Management
With stringent measurement requirements and deadlines, this technology manufacturer Director of Training was
presented with a certification challenge by the President and very little time to accomplish it. But with the correct
tools he found the challenge would not only be met, it would revolutionize how the organization trained and managed
its workforce.

Business Overview
This innovative company prides itself on being ahead of its competitors in technology, education, and social
responsibility, among other categories. In being ahead of the curve, this client saw the potential in a more efficient
and better managed workforce, particularly in its manufacturing plants where workforce efficiency is easier to
measure and where quality increases are vital to company productivity.

The Challenge
It was no surprise when the company’s President asked the training
department to develop a program to meet a set of basic skill
requirements, called Level I Certification. The training department had
only one year to create a quality management initiative that increased
product quality, decreased workforce inefficiencies, and show proof of it
by statistical data. Over the year timeline the training department was
required to show the steps taken, the measured improvement over time
of its workforce, and an increase in product quality.

The Solution
The Program Manager at the organization had heard a colleague discuss
his success with a similar certification challenge and in the end was
referred by his colleague to Hal Gerrish, Avilar’s Director of Competency
Management. Hal Gerrish and his team worked closely with the trainers,
and a small group of line supervisors to create assessments that would
accurately measure the necessary knowledge for employees to meet Level
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I Certification. Hal and the internal manufacturing team finalized the tasks and skills to be assessed to address each
area of certification. Supervisors assessed the proficiency of their employees. Data was aggregated to provide
management with consolidated reports showing where training and coaching was needed most.

The Results
Within months the managers and trainers were able to assess their
employees and analyze those assessments, and within the year the
trainers were able to use the efficiencies of competency management to
train specifically and efficiently to the needs of the manufacturing
employees. In addition to a successful TQM initiative, other sites initiated
projects to address quality objectives and became efficient and systematic
in training methods. The Director of Training admitted that without the
tools to support this vision, the project would not have met its stringent
time requirements.

About Avilar, Inc.
Avilar, Inc., The Competency Company™, provides web-based competency management and learning solutions for the corporate,
government and academic sectors. With its Smart, Strategic and Proactive solutions, Avilar offers a competency-based approach to
workforce development to help organizations build a competency framework that will support efforts in training, performance
management, career planning, succession planning, and recruiting. Formed in 1997, Avilar was a pioneer in the e-Learning
marketplace. The flagship WebMentor® product line, originally introduced in 1998, includes a complete suite of affordable, easy-touse, and full-featured competency development and management tools. Avilar is the recipient of the Excellence in E-Learning for
Customer Satisfaction award from Brandon Hall and E-Learning Magazine, and was cited by Training Magazine as a top “Price-toValue” provider.

Contact Avilar
For more information on Avilar products and services, please contact David Galvin by e-mail at Galvin@avilar.com or by phone at
205.699.3055.
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